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Abstract
This note presents the latest version (v4.0) of the high ET electron selection developed by the HEEP
(High Energy Electron Pairs) group and broadly used in the Exotica group. The selection is aimed to
be used for the analysis of the 2012 data for which high pile up conditions are expected. The first part
of the note reviews the variables used in the HEEP selection and shows their distribution for signal
and background events. In the second part we detail the optimisation of the high ET electron selection
in the presence of high pileup condition. The results are based on simulations (Drell-Yan and QCD
events) at an energy of 7 TeV in the center of mass.
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Introduction

In the context of the search for heavy resonances decaying into an electron pair [1–4], the CMS HEEP (High
Energy Electron Pairs) group has developed a specific electron selection that is currently recommended in the
Exotica group for analyses with isolated high ET electrons in the final state. This selection is designed to be very
efficient (∼ 95%) for high energy electrons (ET > 100 GeV) while rejecting fake electron candidates coming from
misreconstructed jets as much as possible. The simplicity of the selection is another important requirement as the
low statistics in the data make cross checks hard to perform in the high energy region.
The simulated samples used are presented in section 2.
Section 3 reviews the set of variables used in the selection for the 2011 data analysis (v3.2) [5] and emphasizes
the main differences compared to the common cut based electron selections developed for moderate ET (20-100
GeV) (EGamma working points) [6].
Section 4 of this note is dedicated to the study of the impact of pile up on the selection using simulated events
generated at 7 TeV. It is observed that several variables (namely the calorimeter isolation, H/E and the transverse
shower shape) are affected giving rise to a strong dependence of the efficiency with respect to the number of
primary vertices in the event. All these variables use the calorimeters information and are therefore affected by the
energy deposits coming from the pile up events. An event by event correction is studied to remove such deposits
using the average energy density (ρ) coming from pile up in the event [7]. The contribution of pile up is estimated
as ρ × EA where EA corresponds to the calorimeters effective area used in the variable definition. Their values are
computed here using the technique described in [7]. Their behaviour as a function of the pseudorapidity was also
studied.
Finally a new selection (v4.0) is proposed in section 5 for the analysis of 2012 data, where an important average
number of interactions (∼ 20) per bunch crossing is expected. In order to keep the selection as simple as possible,
the same cuts than in the previous selection are used with an additional correction term for the calorimeter isolation
as this is the main variable affected for ET > 100 GeV.
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Monte Carlo samples

Fall11 Monte Carlo samples are used where possible and Summer11 where not. No pile up reweighting is applied
to match the data distribution in the first part of the note. This is believed to have only a limited impact as the
average number of vertices is 9.8 for the Fall 11 samples, 6.2 for the Summer 11 samples and 7.8 in the data.
Table 1 lists the Monte Carlo samples used.
Dataset
Signal (Drell-Yan)
/DY T oEE M − 20 CT 10 T uneZ2 7T eV − powheg − pythia/F all11 − P U S6 ST ART 42 V 14B − v1/AODSIM
/DY T oEE M − 500 T uneZ2 7T eV − powheg − pythia/Summer11 − P U S4 ST ART 42V 11 − v1/AODSIM
/DY T oEE M − 800 T uneZ2 7T eV − powheg − pythia/Summer11 − P U S4 ST ART 42V 11 − v1/AODSIM
Background (QCD)
/QCD P t − 40 doubleEM Enriched T uneZ2 7T eV − pythia6/F all11 − P U S6 ST ART 42 V 14B − v1/AODSIM
/QCD P t − 80to170 EM Enriched T uneZ27 T eV − pythia6/F all11 − P U S6 ST ART 42 V 14B − v2/AODSIM
/QCD P t − 170to300 T uneZ27 T eV pythia6/F all11 − P U S6 ST ART 42 V 14B − v1/AODSIM
/QCD P t − 300to470 T uneZ27 T eV pythia6/F all11 − P U S6 ST ART 42 V 14B − v1/AODSIM
/QCD P t − 470to600 T uneZ27 T eV pythia6/F all11 − P U S6 ST ART 42 V 14B − v1/AODSIM

Table 1: Monte Carlo samples used in this analysis.
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Variable
ET
|ηSC |
Seed
Missing hits
∆ηin
∆φin
H/E
σiηiη
E 2x5 /E 5x5
Isol Em + Had Depth 1

Barrel
> 35 GeV
< 1.442
ECAL seeded
=0
< 0.005
< 0.06
< 0.05
> 0.94 OR
E 1x5 /E 5x5 > 0.83
< 2 + 0.03 × ET GeV

Isol Pt Tracks

< 5 GeV

Endcap
> 35 GeV
1.560 < |η| < 2.500
ECAL seeded
=0
< 0.007
< 0.06
< 0.05
< 0.03
< 2.5 GeV for ET < 50 GeV
< 2.5 + 0.03 × (ET − 50) GeV
< 5 GeV

Table 2: The HEEP v3.2 selection criteria. The first set of cuts are the kinematic, geometric and seeding cuts, the
second set are the missing hit and the ID cuts, the third one is the shower shape criteria and finally the last ones
require isolations.
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The HEEP selection version 3.2 (2011 selection)

For the 2011 data analysis, the HEEP version 3.2 was used. The high ET electron selection starts from a GSF
electron on which kinematic, identification and isolation cuts are applied. The main requirements on the HEEP
selection are to show a high efficiency (95%) for electrons coming from the Drell-Yan process and to be ET
independent (for ET > 100 GeV). The complete list of (2011) HEEP cuts version 3.2 is presented in Table 2.

3.1

The HEEP variables

The definition and the distribution of the variables used in the selection is shown below for GSF candidates using
simulated events, in the case of real electrons (Drell-Yan process with Mee >40 GeV) and misidentified electrons
(from multijets events). The cut value is indicated in red. In the Drell-Yan sample the electron is required to match
one of the generated electrons by requesting a distance ∆R between the GSF candidate and the generated electron
to be smaller than 0.3.
3.1.1

Missing hits

This variable is defined as the number of missing hits in the inner layers of the tracker (including the pixel). It is
mainly designed to reject photon conversions in the tracker. As can be seen from figure 1 it also allows to reject a
significant fraction of electron candidates coming from jets.
3.1.2

∆ηin

This variable is defined as the difference in η, between the track position as measured in the inner layers, extrapolated to the interaction vertex and then extrapolated to the calorimeter and the position of the supercluster.

3.1.3

∆φin

This variable is defined as the difference in φ between the track position, as measured in the inner layers extrapolated to the interaction vertex, and then extrapolated to the calorimeter and the position of the supercluster. The cut
value used here (0.06 in both Barrel and Endcaps regions) is tighter than in the high efficient EGamma working
points which is 0.15 (0.1) in the Barrel (Endcaps). This is because the distribution shrinks with increasing ET as
illustrated on figure 4 that shows the ∆φin distribution plot as a function of ET . Each ET band is normalized to 1.
The reason of this behaviour comes from the fact that bremstrahlung photons, responsible for the main difference
between the two measurements at moderate ET are more colinear to the electron at higher ET . One can be convinced that the bremstrahlung photons are indeed the source of this effect by looking at the same distributions for
Drell-Yan electrons and positrons separately (figure 5).
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Figure 1: The distribution of the number of missing hits in the tracker inner layers for GSF candidates with ET >
35 GeV emitted in the Barrel (left) and in the Endcaps (right) for Drell-Yan process (top) and QCD (bottom) events.

Figure 2: The distribution of ∆ηin for GSF candidates with ET > 35 GeV emitted in the Barrel (left) and in the
Endcaps (right) for Drell-Yan process (top) and QCD (bottom) events.
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Figure 3: The distribution of ∆φin for GSF candidates with ET >35 GeV emitted in the Barrel (left) and in the
Endcaps (right) for Drell-Yan process (top) and QCD (bottom) events.

Figure 4: The distribution of ∆φin for GSF candidates emitted in the Barrel (left) and in the Endcaps (right) as a
function of ET for Drell-Yan process (top) and QCD (bottom) events. Each ET band is normalized to 1.
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Figure 5: The distribution of ∆φin for GSF candidates emitted in the Barrel (left) and in the Endcaps (right) as a
function of ET for electrons (top) and positrons (bottom) coming from the Drell-Yan process. Each ET band is
normalized to 1.
3.1.4

H/E

This variable is defined as the ratio of the energy in the HCAL towers in a cone of radius 0.15 centred on the
electron’s position to the electromagnetic energy of the electron’s supercluster. As for ∆φin figures 6,7 show
respectively the integrated distribution of H/E and its evolution as a function of electron ET . The cut value is
sensibly tighter than the one used in the EGamma working points (which is 0.12 in the Barrel and 0.10 in the
Endcaps). At moderate ET this cut is indeed quite inefficient for a high number of pile up interactions in the event.
In the second part of this note we propose a method to remove the pile up contribution to this variable. However it
is also shown that the relative contribution of pile up for electrons with ET above 100 GeV/c is negligible and this
correction is then not used in the new version of the selection (v4.0).
3.1.5

Transverse Shower Shape

In the Barrel, the HEEP selection uses since several years [8] a different shower shape variable (based on E1×5 /E5×5
and E2×5,max /E5×5 ) than the usual one (σiηiη ). This alternative variable was found to display a better efficiency
vs rejection curve. We present in the following updated results confirming this. Although it is believed that a
similar improvement can be achieved in the Endcaps, the (x,y) geometry doesn’t allow the use of the same variable
and the design of a specific variable is therefore needed. This hasn’t be performed yet and we then still use σiηiη
in this part of the detector.
Barrel : E1×5 /E5×5 and E2×5,max /E5×5
These variables are defined, in the (η, φ) plane, as the ratio of the energy of the most energetic 1 × 5 (resp. 2 × 5)
band of ECAL crystals centered in φ to the hottest crystals to the energy collected in the 5 × 5 matrix of ECAL
crystals. The distribution of these two variables as well as σiηiη is shown in figure 8 for signal and background
events.
The two variables are complementary : while E1×5 /E5×5 is well designed for electrons hitting the center of a
crystal, E2×5,max /E5×5 allows to recover electrons that hit the crystal close to its edge. Combining the two
variables instead of using just one of them allows to set strong cut values on both and thus well reject background
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Figure 6: The distribution of H/E for GSF candidates with ET >35 GeV emitted in the Barrel (left) and in the
Endcaps (right) for Drell-Yan process (top) and QCD (bottom) events.

Figure 7: The distribution of H/E for GSF candidates emitted in the Barrel (left) and in the Endcaps (right) as a
function of ET for Drell-Yan process (top) and QCD (bottom) events. Each ET band is normalized to 1.
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Figure 8: The distribution of σiηiη (left) and E1×5 /E5×5 and E2×5,max /E5×5 (right) for GSF candidates with
ET >35 GeV emitted in the Barrel for Drell-Yan process (top) and QCD (bottom) events.
while keeping a high efficiency on real electrons. This feature is illustrated on the scatter plot in figure 9 for both
Barrel and Endcaps electrons. As expected, while real electrons are well grouped in the Barrel this is not true in
the Endcaps making a cut on these variables impossible in this region.
Finally the efficiency vs rejection curve of three cuts (σiηiη , E2×5,max /E5×5 and E2×5,max /E5×5 with the alternative condition E1×5 /E5×5 > 0.83) are studied for Barrel electrons passing all the other HEEP cuts in figure 10.
The E2×5,max /E5×5 cuts reject about 10% more background than σiηiη for a same electron efficiency. Moreover
the addition of an alternative cut on E1×5,max /E5×5 allows to gain about 2% of background rejection.
Endcaps : σiηiη
Here the same variable (σiηiη ) and cut value (0.03) than in the EGamma working points are used. The distribution of this variable is drawn in figure 11.
3.1.6

Calorimeter isolation

The calorimeter isolation variable used in the HEEP selection is the sum of
• The ECAL Isolation defined as the transverse energy of all the rec-hits with E > 80 MeV in the Barrel
(ET > 100 MeV in the Endcaps) in a cone of 0.3 radius centred on the electron’s position in the calorimeter
excluding those in an inner cone of radius 3 crystals and eta strip of total width of 3 crystals.
• The HCAL Depth 1 Isolation defined as the transverse energy of all the towers of the first layer of the
HCAL in a cone of 0.3 radius centred on the electron’s position in the calorimeter, excluding the towers in
a cone of 0.15 radius. The first depth is defined as all depths for towers 1-17, depth 1 for towers 18-29 and
depth 2 for towers 27-29.
The HCAL Depth 2 Isolation defined as the transverse energy of all the towers not included in the Depth1 in
a cone of 0.3 radius centred on the electron’s position in the calorimeter, excluding the towers in a cone of 0.15
radius. This variable is not used in the HEEP v3.2 anymore.
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Figure 9: The distribution of E1×5 /E5×5 vs E2×5,max /E5×5 for GSF candidates with ET >35 GeV emitted in
the Barrel (left) and in the Endcaps (right) for Drell-Yan process (top) and QCD (bottom) events.

Figure 10: The efficiency vs rejection curve for three different cuts on the showershape : σiηiη , E2×5,max /E5×5
and E2×5,max /E5×5 with the alternative condition E1×5 /E5×5 > 0.83 for GSF passing the set of all the other
cuts.
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Figure 11: The distribution of σiηiη (left) and E1×5 /E5×5 and E2×5,max /E5×5 (right) for GSF candidates with
ET >35 GeV emitted in the Endcaps for Drell-Yan process (top) and QCD (bottom) events.
The distribution of the ECLA+HCAL1 isolation is shown in figure 12. The variable is very dependent of the
electron energy and tends to increase for high ET electrons due to the extension of the shower. This is the reason
why most of the electron selections have a ET dependent cut on this variable. For moderate ET > selections a
relative cut of ∼ 10% is generally used. This would mean a cut value of 50 GeV for an electron with ET = 500
GeV which is far above the typical values for real electrons. To better follow the ET evolution and hence improve
the background rejection while keeping an acceptable efficiency at moderate ET the HEEP cut value is of the form
Iso < A + B × ET . The parameter A has different values for the Barrel and Endcaps but the parameter B is
identical in both regions and is 3%.
3.1.7

Tracker isolation

This variable is defined as the sum of the PT of all the CFT tracks in a double ∆R cone of 0.04-0.3 centered on
the electron direction. Only tracks having PT > 700 MeV and |∆z| with the electron track < 0.2 are considered,
where z is the minimum distance of the track to (0,0,0). This variable presents the advantage of being very little
sensitive to pile up (a vertex matching is performed) and doesn’t show dependency with the electron ET .
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Figure 12: The distribution of ECAL+HCALDepth1 Isolation for GSF candidates emitted in the Barrel (left) and
in the Endcaps (right) as a function of ET for Drell-Yan process (top) and QCD (bottom) events. Each ET band is
normalized to 1.

Figure 13: The distribution of Track Isolation for GSF candidates with ET >35 GeV emitted in the Barrel (left)
and in the Endcaps (right) for Drell-Yan process (top) and QCD (bottom) events.
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3.2

Efficiency as a function of the number of vertices

Figure 14 (top) presents the total HEEP v3.2 electron selection efficiency (starting from a GSF electron) as a
function of the Nvtx for Drell-Yan simulated events, separately in the ECAL Barrel et Endcaps. A clear dependence
is observed as fonction of Nvtx . The same study is repeated, see Figure 14 (bottom) in the case of high ET electrons
(ET > 100 GeV), where the effect is less pronounced.
Figures 15-17 present the efficiency for each of the HEEP v3.2 cut (starting from a gsf electron) as a function of
Nvtx (single cut efficiency) in the case of electrons with ET > 35 GeV.. The main cuts affected by the pile-up are
: the ECAL+HCAL1 isolation, the H/E and the shower shape variables.
Figures 18-20 present the efficiency for each of the HEEP v3.2 cut (starting from a gsf electron) as a function of
Nvtx (single cut efficiency) in the case of electrons with ET > 100 GeV. A reduction of the the pile-up dependence
is observed for the three cuts : the ECAL+HCAL1 isolation, the H/E and the shower shape variables, the cut the
strongly affected being the ECAL+HCAL1 isolation one.
The equivalent figures for the (N-1) efficiencies (for each of the HEEP v3.2 cut) are given in the Appendix A for
electrons with ET > 35 and ET > 100 GeV.

Figure 14: Total HEEP v3.2 electron selection efficiency (starting from a gsf electron) as a function of the Nvtx
for DY simulated events, separately in the ECAL Barrel (left) and Endcapss (right), for electrons with ET > 35
(top) and ET > 100 (bottom) GeV.
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Figure 15: Single HEEP v3.2 cut efficiency as fonction of the number of vertex : ECAL seeded (top), ∆ηin
(middle) and ∆φin (bottom) in case of Barrel (left) and Endcaps (right) electrons.
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Figure 16: Single HEEP v3.2 cut efficiency as fonction of the number of vertex : H/E (top), the shower shape
(middle) and missing hit contidion (bottom) in case of Barrel (left) and Endcaps (right) electrons.
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Figure 17: Single HEEP v3.2 cut efficiency as fonction of the number of vertex : ECAL+HCAL1 isolation (top),
tracker isolation (bottom), in case of Barrel (left) and Endcaps (right) electrons.
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Figure 18: Single HEEP v3.2 cut efficiency as fonction of the number of vertex : ECAL seeded (top), ∆ηin
(middle) and ∆φin (bottom) in case of Barrel (left) and Endcaps (right) electrons with ET > 100 GeV.
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Figure 19: Single HEEP v3.2 cut efficiency as fonction of the number of vertex : H/E (top), the shower shape
(middle) and missing hit contidion (bottom) in case of Barrel (left) and Endcaps (right) electrons with ET > 100
GeV.
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Figure 20: Single HEEP v3.2 cut efficiency as fonction of the number of vertex : ECAL+HCAL1 isolation (top),
tracker isolation (bottom), in case of Barrel (left) and Endcaps (right) electrons with ET > 100 GeV.
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4

Pile up correction to the HEEP selection v3.2
The ρ variable and the Effective Area method

4.1

The method used in this note follows the EGamma prescription defined in [7]. The method was initially developped
to correct the isolation criteria, as these later are strongly affected in case of high pile up. The principle is to
substract in the isolation cone the energy contamination due to pile up. This is done using the ρ variable (2011
definition) which represents the transverse energy density due to pile up per area unit. The correction isolation
is obtained as : Iso(corr) = Iso(uncorr) ρ*EA where EA is the effective area. Instead of using a geometric value
for EA , the effective area is computed by taking the ratio of the slopes of the mean isolation value as a function
of the number of vertices and the mean of ρ as a function of the number of vertices. Parametrizing the pile
up contamination using ρ rather than directly the number of vertices has two advantages. First it gives a more
accurate description of the activity due to the extra collisons in the event. Secondly it would reduce the impact an
eventual discrepancy in the pile up activity between data and simulations.
We also tried to extend the method to other variables also affected by the pile up. The three following have then
been studied :
• ECAL+HCAL1 Isolation
• H/E*ET
• The shower shape variables in the Barrel : E5×5 ,E2×5,max and E1×5
For each cut under study an effective area needs to be calculated. This latter is performed using electrons coming
from the Drell-Yan process with ET > 35 GeV/c and matching a generated electron. Instead of using the slope of
the mean of these variables as mentioned in [7], we used the slope of the 95% efficiency curve which gives rise to
higher EA values. It is indeed observed that the distribution width grows faster than the mean with the number of
vertices.
The ρ variable is computed for each event as explained in ref [7] and is a bit less than 1 GeV/(∆η∆φ) per vertex.
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4.2

ECAL+HCAL1 isolation cut studies

The calorimeter isolation cut is from far the most affected by the pile up events. Figure 21 shows the mean values
of the ECAL+HCAL1 and Tracker Isolation variables as a function of the number of primary vertices in the event
separately for Barrel (left) and Endcaps electrons (right). For the record the isolation calculated in the second layer
of the HCAL in the Endcaps (currently not used in the HEEP selection) is also plotted. Finally the figures show
the dependence of ρ with respect to the same variable. As expected all the curves have a linear behaviour vs the
number of vertices : each extra vertice adds in average the same amount of energy to the isolation and the energy
density. The tracker isolation shows actually a negligible dependency as only tracks compatible with the primary
vertex of the electron are considered.
Figure 22 is a scatter plot of the ECAL+HCAL1 Isolation vs the number of vertex. Each slice for a given number
of vertices is normalized to 1. The blue curve connects the mean value of the Isolation while the red curve shows
the value below which exactly 95% of the events are situated. This second curve is also close to a straight line and
is steeper meaning that the width of the distribution grows faster than the mean.
The effective area, computed as the ratio of the slopes of a first order polynomial of the 95% efficient isolation cut
value (red dots in figure 22) and ρ (black dots figure 21), is shown in figure 23 as a function of η in red. The same
variable, computed this time as the ratio of the slopes of a first order polynomial of the mean isolation value (blue
dots in figure 22) and ρ (black dots figure 21), is drawn in black. As the η dependency is hard to model and quite
small it was decided to take a constant value of 0.28 (∆η)(∆φ) for the effective area. It is interesting to note that
while the effective area for the sum of the ECAL and HCAL isolations are roughly flat in η, this is not true when
it is computed separately for each region (cf. plots in the Appendix B).
With this correction applied the associated cut in the HEEP selection then becomes :
Isol Em + Had Depth 1 < 2 + 0.03 × ET + 0.28 × ρ
Isol Em + Had Depth 1 < 2.5 + 0.28 × ρ
Isol Em + Had Depth 1 < 1 + 0.03 × ET + 0.28 × ρ

4.3

(Barrel)
(Endcaps, ET <50 GeV)
(Endcaps, ET >50 GeV)

H/E cut studies

Although the method described in [7] was designed for the isolation variables, it can in principle be easily extended
to any variable using the calorimeter deposits. This is the case of the H/E.
As the HEEP selection only considers electron with ET above 35 GeV, the ECAL energy is largely dominated by
the electron energy and the contribution of pile up (a few GeV) has a very small effect on the H/E ratio. The H/E
ration is on the other side very sensitive to the energy deposits in the HCAL. The same procedure than in section 4.2
was then applied to estimate the effective area corresponding to HT = H/E × ET (as ρ is a measurement of the
average transverse energy density) and H2,T = H2 /E × ET where H2 only considers the deposits in the second
layer of the HCAL. The results are presented in figures 24,25,26 separately for Barrel (left) and Endcaps (right)
electrons.
A strong dependency with η is observed. The following function was found to quite well fit the behaviour :
EA (η) = 0.13 × cosh(0.41η) − 0.085
It is drawn on top of figure 26.
With this correction the associated cut in the HEEP selection then becomes :
H/E < 0.05 + (0.13 × cosh(0.41η) − 0.085) × ρ/ET
Except very rare cases in the Endcaps (ρ > 20, |η| > 2, ET < 50 GeV ) this cut is never looser than the usual
trigger precuts value (0.15 in the Barrel, 0.1 in the Endcaps).

4.4

Shower shape cut studies

This subsection considers a subtraction of the pile up contribution to the shower shape in the Barrel. A correction
in the Endcaps is not investigated as the variable (σiηiη ) used there is not straightforward to correct. Besides the
impact of pile up is smaller.
The three variables to correct are E5×5 ,E2×5,max and E1×5 . However the large electron energy (∼ 50 GeV) makes
very difficult the measurement of its pile up dependency (of the order of 5 MeV/extra vertex). To get rid of most
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Figure 21: The mean value of the Tracker Isolation (red), ECAL+HCALDepth1 Isolation (blue), HCALDepth2
Isolation (violet) as a function of the number of primary vertices in the event for electrons with ET > 35 GeV.
Also shown is the mean ρ value for such events.

Figure 22: The distribution of the ECAL+HCALDepth1 Isolation versus the number of primary vertices in the
event for electrons with ET > 35 GeV. Each slice in constant number of vertices is normalized to 1. The blue dots
indicate the mean value while the red dots indicate the value below which 95% of the events are contained.

Figure 23: The Effective Area for the ECAL+HCALDepth1 Isolation variable as a function of the supercluster
pseudorapidity obtained using the slopes of the mean isolation value (black) or the 95% efficient cut curve (red).
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Figure 24: The mean value of the HT = H/E × ET (red) and H2T = HDepth2/E × ET (violet) as a function
of the number of primary vertices in the event for electrons with ET > 35 GeV. Also shown is the mean ρ value
for such events.

Figure 25: The distribution of the HT = H/E × ET versus the number of primary vertices in the event for
electrons with ET > 35 GeV. Each slice in constant number of vertices is normalized to 1. The blue dots indicate
the mean value while the red dots indicate the value below which 95% of the events are contained.

Figure 26: The Effective Area for the HT = H/E × ET variable as a function of the supercluster pseudorapidity
obtained using the slopes of the mean HT = H/E × ET value (black) or the 95% efficient cut curve (red).
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Figure 27: The distribution of the E5×5 −E2×5,max versus the number of primary vertices in the event for electrons
with ET > 35 GeV. Each slice in constant number of vertices is normalized to 1. The blue dots indicate the mean
value while the red dots indicate the value below which 95% of the events are contained.

Figure 28: The Effective Area for the E5×5 − E2×5,max variable as a function of the supercluster pseudorapidity
obtained using the slopes of the mean E5×5 − E2×5,max value (black) or the 95% efficient cut curve (red).
of the electron energy the effective area of the variable E5×5,T − E2×5,T,max was rather computed. A geometrical
scale factor of 5/3, 2/3 and 1/3 was then applied.
The results for E5×5,T − E2×5,T,max are shown on figures 27 and 28. Although the error bars are quite large,
a positive value is measured that is roughly η independent. A polynom 0 was fitted and gave an estimate of this
effective area to be 0.0055 (∆η)(∆φ). With this correction the associated cut in the HEEP selection then becomes
:
E2×5,T,max − 0.0054 ∗ ρ < 0.94 × E5×5,T ||E1×5 − 0.0045 × ρ < 0.83 × E2×5,T,max

4.5

Efficiencies after pile up correction

Figures 29 and 30) presents the efficiency as a function of the number of primary vertices in the event for each of
the three corrected cuts for GSF candidates coming respectively from Drell-Yan and QCD events.
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Figure 29: Single cut efficiency as fonction of the number of vertices after pile up correction : ECalHCal1Iso (top),
H/E (middle) and the shower shape (bottom) in case of Barrel (left) and Endcaps (right) electrons with ET > 35
GeV coming from a Drell-Yan events sample.
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Figure 30: Single cut efficiency as fonction of the number of vertices after pile up correction : EcalHCal1Iso (top),
H/E (middle) and the shower shape (bottom) in case of Barrel (left) and Endcaps (right) electrons with ET > 35
GeV coming from a QCD events sample.
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Variable
ET
|ηSC |
Seed
Missing hits
∆ηin
∆φin
H/E
σiηiη
E 2x5 /E 5x5
IsolEm + HadDepth1

Barrel
> 35 GeV
< 1.442
ECAL seeded
=0
< 0.005
< 0.06
< 0.05
> 0.94 OR
E 1x5 /E 5x5 > 0.83
< 2 + 0.03 × ET + 0.28 × ρ

Isol Pt Tracks

< 5 GeV

Endcap
> 35 GeV
1.560 < |η| < 2.500
ECAL seeded
=0
< 0.007
< 0.06
< 0.05
< 0.03
< 2.5 + 0.28 × ρ for ET < 50 GeV
< 2.5 + 0.03 × (ET − 50) + 0.28 × ρ
< 5 GeV

Table 3: The HEEP v4.0 selection criteria. Energy units are in GeV. Changes compared to v3.2 are in bold.
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HEEP version 4.0

As a consequence of the previous sections, the new HEEP selection version 4.0 is defined. The ECAL+HCAL1
isolation cut is now corrected taking into account the pile-up activity in the event using the ρ variable as described
in section 4.1.
To keep the selection simple and robust,the H/E and the shower shape variables are not corrected as the pile-up
dependence is weak especially at high transverse energy. In addition, the pile-up dependence is well described in
the simulation : the data/MC scale factor is observed to be close to one, using the tag and probe method (see ??, a
more detailed note is also in preparation).
The final HEEP version 4.0 is presented in Table 3. It is the current selection for high energy electrons used in the
Exotica group for the analysis of the 2012 data at 8 TeV.

6

Conclusions

The dependence of the HEEP selection was studied as function of the number of vertices using Drell-Yan (signal)
and QCD (background) simulated samples produced in 2011 at a center of mass energy of 7 TeV. Three quantities
were observed to be pileup dependent : the ECAL+HCAL1isolation, characterised by a strong dependence, and
the H/E and the shower shape criteria, with a small dependence. After a detailed study of the three variables
optimisation, the new HEEP selection version 4.0 is defined. The ECAL+HCAL1 isolation cut is now corrected
taking into account the pile-up activity in the event using the ρ variable. To keep the selection simple and robust,
the H/E and the shower shape variables are not corrected mainly because the pile-up dependence is weak especially
for electrons with ET > 100 GeV.
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A

(N-1) efficiencies for HEEP version 3.2

Figures 31-33 present the (N-1) efficiency for each of the HEEP v3.2 cut as a function of Nvtx in the case of
electrons with ET > 35 GeV. We observed again that the main cuts affected by the pile-up are : the ECAL+HCAL1
isolation, the H/E and the shower shape variables.
Figures 34-36 present the (N-1) efficiency for each of the HEEP v3.2 cut as a function of Nvtx in the case of
electrons with ET > 100 GeV. A reduction of the the pile-up dependence is observed, the most affected variable
being the ECAL+HCAL1 isolation.
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Figure 31: (N-1) HEEP v3.2 cut efficiency as fonction of the number of vertex : ECAL seeded (top), ∆ηin (middle)
and ∆φin (bottom) in case of Barrel (left) and Endcaps (right) electrons.
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Figure 32: (N-1) HEEP v3.2 cut efficiency as fonction of the number of vertex : H/E (top), the shower shape
(middle) and missing hit contidion (bottom) in case of Barrel (left) and Endcaps (right) electrons.
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Figure 33: (N-1) HEEP v3.2 cut efficiency as fonction of the number of vertex : ECAL+HCAL1 isolation (top),
tracker isolation (bottom), in case of Barrel (left) and Endcaps (right) electrons.
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Figure 34: (N-1) HEEP v3.2 cut efficiency as fonction of the number of vertex : ECAL seeded (top), ∆ηin (middle)
and ∆φin (bottom) in case of Barrel (left) and Endcaps (right) electrons with ET > 100 GeV.
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Figure 35: (N-1) HEEP v3.2 cut efficiency as fonction of the number of vertex : H/E (top), the shower shape
(middle) and missing hit contidion (bottom) in case of Barrel (left) and Endcaps (right) electrons with ET > 100
GeV.
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Figure 36: (N-1) HEEP v3.2 cut efficiency as fonction of the number of vertex : ECAL+HCAL1 isolation (top),
tracker isolation (bottom), in case of Barrel (left) and Endcaps (right) electrons with ET > 100 GeV.
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B

Effective Area for ECAL, HCAL1 and HCAL2 isolation cut separately

The following plots (fig 37, 38 and 39) show respectively the values of the effective area for the ECAL, HCALDepth1
and HCALDepth2 isolation variable separately using the technique described above. The last figure (fig 40) illustrates the pile up dependence of the HCALDepth2 isolation variable.

Figure 37: The Effective Area for the ECAL Isolation variable as a function of the supercluster pseudorapidity
obtained using the slopes of the mean isolation value (black) or the 95% efficient cut curve (red).

Figure 38: The Effective Area for the HCALDepth1 Isolation variable as a function of the supercluster pseudorapidity obtained using the slopes of the mean isolation value (black) or the 95% efficient cut curve (red).
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Figure 39: The Effective Area for the HCALDepth1 Isolation variable as a function of the supercluster pseudorapidity obtained using the slopes of the mean isolation value (black) or the 95% efficient cut curve (red).

Figure 40: The distribution of the HCALDepth2 Isolation versus the number of primary vertices in the event for
electrons with ET > 35 GeV. Each slice in constant number of vertices is normalized to 1. The blue dots indicate
the mean value while the red dots indicate the value below which 95% of the events are contained.
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